The NKU Dance Team's primary function is to effectively execute a school spirit program that supports the athletic teams and entertains and promotes the University. The team consists of select NKU students who perform at the men's and women's basketball games and provide performances upon request at special NKU events and community functions.

CONTACT HEAD COACH KATIE WAGNER
katie.wagner7@yahoo.com

Requirements

• $10 Fee
• Game Day Hair and Make Up fixed
• Yellow, black or white tank and appropriate dance attire

Technique Requirements

• Double/triple/quad pirouette turns
• Fouettes
• Grande/a la seconde/switch leaps
• Turning disc/calypso
• Toe touch/c jump
• Tilts
• Leg holds R/L
• Head stand
• Kip ups
• Head Springs

April 12th 2015 12-3pm
Manyet Dance Studio
2411 Alexandria Pike
Highland Heights, KY 41076